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Exchange or repair - your choice
Minimize downtime and repair costs!

How to get your GPX Module exchanged

Signode’s GPX Modular Exchange Program is a quick,
convenient way to reduce costs and minimize downtime.
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1. Call 800-527-1499 (Authorized distributors call
800-228-4744). Request the module needed
and provide a PO number.
2. Complete and return the Module
Replacement Form that we provide.
Upon receipt of the completed form
the replacement module will be
shipped.
3. Within 10 days, return the module
being replaced in the protective
box we provided using the prepaid
UPS label.

Exchange reconditioned modules
The GPX modular exchange program charges a flat fee
for reconditioned modules. Replacement modules are
available for all of the parts shown below. All modules
have the latest updates and include a 30-day warranty
on all parts and repairs.
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Additional charges will apply for any missing parts. A $125 handling
fee will be charged for all modules exchanged during the warranty period.
Modules exchanged outside of warranty will incur a fixed exchange price,
depending on the module being replaced, plus freight. Exchange prices are
published on the Module Replacement Form and on the Signode Service
website. If a used module is not returned, the replacement module will be
invoiced at full list price.

How to get your GPX module repaired
1. Call 800-527-1499 (Authorized distributors call
800-228-4744).
2. Request and complete the GPX Module Repair Form
we provide. Return both the form and the module in a
safe and secure box.
3. We will contact you with an estimate of repairs for
your approval.
are not responsible for damage to modules returned in
· We
non-Signode containers.

Overnight shipment
available

Scan QR code for more information.

30-day warranty on all
modules

